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Overview 
During the week of May 15 - 19, 1995, the Seminar on Scheduling in Computer and Manu
facturing Systems was organized by Jacek Blazewicz (Politechnika Poznanska, Poland) and 
Klaus Ecker (Technical University of Clausthal, Germany). Participants came from 
Universities or Research Centers from Austria (I), Belarus (2), Belgium ( 1 ), Canada (2), 
France (8), Germany (12), The Netherlands (3), Poland (7), Switzerland (1), and USA (4). 

Altogether 39 lectures covered a large area of scheduling problems with various aspects of 
scheduling, both in algorithmic approaches and applications. Areas of particular interest 
were task scheduling under consideration of communication and shop problems. 

The participants appreciated the outstanding local organization and the environment 
including all Dagstuhl facilities which not least enabled a successful workshop. 

Reported by Martina Kratzsch 
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Abstracts 

Scheduling with Large Communication Delays 

by EVRIPIDIS BAMPIS (joint work with Jean-Claude Konig) 

We consider a task graph model where computational problem is represented by a directed 
acyclicgraph (dag). The basis of our analysis is the communication delay between the time 
some result has been produced on some processor and the time this infonnation can be used 
by another processor. This communication delay, denoted by c is the fundamental parameter 
of a parallel architecture. Given this value, the problem that we have to solve is how to 
schedule the dag on the processors under the following communication model : 

if task i starts its execution at time I on processor P 1 and task j is a predecessor of i in the 

dag, then either j" starts its execution not later than time I - Pj on processor P 1 or not later 

than time I - Pj - c on some other processor, where Pj represents the execution time of 

task j . 

Many papers studied the complexity of this problem in the case where for every task of the 
dag Pj = I, and c = I ( P I prec, c = 1, Pj = I I Cmax>· This problem was first adressed by 
Rayward-Smith who established the NP-hardness of the problem. Picouleau considered the 
same problem and showed that the problem of deciding if a dag can be scheduled on at most 
3 units of time is polynomi~. He had also considered the case where the number of 
processors is unbounded ( P I prec, c = I, Pj = l I Cma,) and he established the 
NP-completeness of the problem of deciding if an arbitrary dag can be scheduled in at most 
8 time units . Independently Hoogeveen Lenstra and Veltman , and Saad showed that this last 
problem becomes NP-complete for Cmax = 4. A corollary of this resultis that there will 

never exist a polynomial-time algorithm with performance bound smaller than ¾, unless 

P = NP. Similar results have been established for the case where the number of processors is 

unbounded and the perfonnance bound becomes i. In this talk, we are interested in the case 

where the execution time of the tasks is equal to one and the communication delays a 
constant value greater than 1; does there exist a schedule of length L? 

An Exact Method for Optimal Decomposition and Scheduling of an 
Application on a Bus Oriented Master-Slaves Multiprocessor System 

by JEAN PAUL B0UFFLET (joint work with Jacques earlier) 

A bus oriented multiprocessor contains one bus s:,'stem to which all the processors are 
interconnected. It is supposed that there is one master processor. The most serious problem 
is the bus bottleneck. Only one slave can establish communications through the bus with the 
master. A second problem is to maintain busy each processor. It is supposed we have to 
execute an application which uses a· big amount of data and which can be split into several 
independent processes. Moreover the processing time is a linear function of its amount of 
data. The objective is to minimize the makespan by taking into account communication 
durations and processing times. At first the properties of optimal schedules are studied: 
Next we draw up a branch and bound method. The bound is obtained by relaxing some 
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constraints. One dominance property is proved in order to prune the tree. The branching is 
based on the scheduling of sending subtasks and returning results. Computational results are 
reported showing the efficiency of the method. To conclude we expose the interest of this 
approach for finite elements decomposition methods. 

Mapping Undirected Task Graphs on DMPC 

by PASCAL B0UVRY 

Efficient use of distributed-memory parallel systems requires the use of specific tools of 
which mapping is one of the most important ones. The aim of the mapping tools is to 
minimize the execution time of parallel programs on distributed-memory machines by 
controlling the use of computation and communication resources. · 

A parallel program can be _represented as a graph of interconnected tasks which can be 
executed in parallel. The tasks execution times and inter-task communication costs of some 
regular programs can be entirely determined at compile time. In this case, it is possible to 
perform static task allocation in advance. This is known as the mapping operation whose 
complexity is exponential in the general case. This problem is known to be NP-Complete 
even in its most elementary form, the bin-packing problem (which consists simply of 
allocating independent tasks on a set of processors). Because of this complexity, numerous 
heuristic solutions have been proposed, representing different tradeoffs between 
computation cost and quality of mapping. 

This talk presents a mapping toolbox, implementing several ,,classical" mapping algorithms. 
This toolbox was used to assess different cost functions by computing the relation between 
the value of these functions, optimized by the mapping algorithms, and the actual execution 
times of parallel programs. The implemented mapping algorithms were also evaluated, by 
comparing the execution times of a set of representative parallel programs mapped using the 
algorithms of the toolbox. The results of a large number of experiments were used to assess 
the cost functions by comparing their values to the actual execution times of the 
benchmarks. I will also talk about a new mapping method using monitoring tools to refine 
the predictions of tasks execution times and inter-task communication costs. 

This work is part of the IMAGE-APACHE research project whose aim is the design and 
development of a general programming environment to balance automatically the load of 
parallel applications, resulting in reduced development time and increased portability of 
parallel applications. 

Improving Local Search Heuristics for Some Scheduling Problems 

by PETER BRUCKER Uoint work with J. Hurink, F. Werner) 

In many practical situations one is concerned with scheduling problems where a set of jobs 
has to be sequenced on some machines such that certain restrictions and conditions are 
satisfied and an optimal schedule with respect to some criterion function is to be 
determined. Since most of such scheduling problems are NP-hard exact algorithms such as 
branch and bound can solve these problems only if its dimension is small. Thus, heuristic 
algorithms are often applied to determine solutions that hopefully are not too far away from 
the global optimum. 
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Popular heuristics are local search methods. These methods are based on an underlying 
neighborhood structure. The choice of a suitable structure has some important influence on 
the quality of the search algorithm. 

For a given scheduling problem with a finite set S of feasible solutions local search is a 
procedure that moves iterative through the set S. In each step it goes from one solution 
s E S to some 'adjacent' feasible solution. The possible moves from s to an adjacent solution 
are restricted by a set OP of possible operators op. For each op E OP the set SVP denotes a 

subset of Sfor which op is defined. Thus, op E OP is a function op: S 0 P ~ S. 

l1(s) := { op(s) I op e OP, s E SVP) 

is the set of all possible neighbors of s. The sets 

/1(s); s E S 

define a neighborhood on the set S. 

Whereas iterative improvement allows only moves from s to neighbors s' E l1(s) that have a 
better objective value, simulated annealing and tabu search allow moves to non-improving 
solutions s'. Especially, the last two methods have been applied successfully to many 
optimization problems. However, it often takes a large amount of computational time to get 
good results. 

The objective of this work is to improve a given neighborhood 111 (s), s E S by replacing the 

original set S 1of feasible solutions by a set S2 of solutions that are locally optimal with 

respect to a neighborhood l11(s), s E S 1 (or even by a subset of all locally optimal solutions 

that contains at least one global optimum). The new neighborhood l1i(s), s E S2 is 

constructed in such a way that is connected if l11 is connected. The constructions which are 

problem dependent are given for the following scheduling problems: Pm I I Cmax• I 11 I.T; , 

I I prec I I.U;, and a class of scheduling problems with precedence constraints. 

Numerical results are presented which document the usefulness of this method. 

Minimization of Noise in Communication Networks 

by RAINER E. BURKARD (joint work with E. Cela, T. Dudas and G. Woginger) 

We consider n communication centers which have to be assigned to the vertices of an 
undirected network. Each communication center transmits messages to each other center at 
a specified rate per time unit. In case that there is no direct connection between two centers 
the messages are routed via intermediate centers. 

Once the communication centers are assigned to the nodes of the network he messages have 
to be routed. We distinguish between two different models for the routing pattern: 

In the single path model for every pair of communication centers a single path is selected 
and all messages are routed along this path. In the fractional model the messages are split 
into several parts which may be routed along different paths. 

The overall amount of traffic going through center i as intermediate center is called the 
noise in center i. Our goal is to find an assignment of the communication centers to the 
vertices of the network and a routing pattern that the maximum noise in a center becomes 
minimum. 
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We address complexity issues and point out efficiently solvable special cases for this 
problem. Moreover we show how lower bounds for the noise can be computed in an 
efficient way for use in a branch and bound method. We report the computational behavior 
of a branch and bound approach. Moreover neighborhoods are defined for use 'in local 
search algorithms. Simulated annealing and tabu search are compared with the results found 
by branch and bound. 

Work in progress asks for a rational explanation for the shown behavior. 

Scheduling Tasks and Communications on a Virtual Distributed System 

by JEAN -YVES COLIN (joint work with P. Colin) 

A Virtual Distributed System (VDS) is a system with an infinite number of homogenous 
processors, and a complete c;ommunication network between these processors. 

In this talk, we present results on the problem of scheduling a task graph with 
communication delays on a VDU with limited capacity channels, that is each link between 
two processors contains two unidirectional channels, one in each direction, each able to 
carry one message at most. 

We first present a polynomial algorithm that uses duplication and an extension of the CPM 
method to solve the problem if processing times are superior or equal to communication 
times. We then give some results when the length of the tasks and communications is not 
fixed but only bounded by min. and max. values. Finally, acknowledging the fact that there 
are no latest release dates in the usual sense in this kind of problem, we propose a notion of 
,,no choice" latest release dates using some examples. 

Cyclic Scheduling of Identical Parts in a Robotic Cell 

by YVES CRAMA (joint work with Joris van de Klundert) 

We consider a flow shop of III machines in which one type of product is to be produced '. 
There are no buffers in the flowshop and the transportation of the items between the 
machines is taken care of by a robot. We consider the problem of finding the shortest cyclic 
schedule for the robot, that is a schedule that can be repeated infinitely many times and has 
maximum throughput rate. The problem has been solved by Sethi et al. (1992) in the case 
where m ~ 3. These authors also _observed that, for general m, only m! possible tours have 
to be considered for the robot. However, it is not at .a]] trivial to find a shortest schedule 
given a tour for the robot. We show that the set of pyramidal tours, defined analogously to 
pyramidal tours for TSP, necessarily contains an optimal tour. Furthermore, we present an 
algorithm for finding the shortest cyclic schedule for any pyramidal tour. Finally, we show 
how these results can be used to solve the problem in polynomial time, using dynamic 
programming techniques. More specifically the recognition version of the problem can be 

solved in O(m2) time and its optimization version in O(m3) time. 

,,Strong-Weak" Constrained Scheduling 

by MOSHE DROR 

We consider precedence relation in scheduling and distinguish between strong and weak 
precedence in chains and trees. We prove that for the case of chain precedence, the weak 
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and strong precedence relations have nontrivial complexity implications. In some cases, a 
given scheduling problem with strong chain precedence is NP-hard while the weak chain 
case is easy, and for other problems the opposite is true. This observation can be extended 
to tree precedence relation (for in-trees and out-trees). Some scheduling problems with 
strong tree precedence relations are NP-hard while the weak tree problem is easy and there 
are problems for which the opposite holds. The above results indicate that when examining 
scheduling problems with precedence relations, we need to indicate more precisely the 
precedence structure the problem assumes since it might have important algorithmic 
implications. 

Performance Bounds and Scheduling Divisible Tasks on Hypercube 
Multiprocessors 

by MACIEJ DROZDOWSKI (joint work with Jacek Blazewicz) 

In this work a problem of finding an optimal distribution of a divisible computational task 
among a set of processors is considered. In the model of parallel computer systems two 
important factors must be taken into account: speeds of processors and speeds of 
communication links. With regard to this, we propose a deterministic approach finding an 
optimal distribution of the job's load on a hypercube of processors. The method used allows 
also the determination of performance bounds on the hypercube architecture. 

Single Processor Scheduling Problems with r-Width Bounded Task 
Precedences 

by KLAUS H. ECKER 

In this presentation a new method for optimally sequencing tasks on a single processor is 
introduced. Central idea is to construct an acyclic graph where each node represents a 
subset of pair-wise independennasks of the given instance. This so-called SIT-graph is 
defined such that each path of maximum possible length represents a schedule, and vice 
versa. Depending on the scheduling objective, cost values are assigned to the edges of the 
SIT-graph. Finding an optimal schedule is then equivalent to determining a maximum length 
path of minimum total cost. In general, the time complexity of this method increases 
exponentially with the number of tasks. However, if the task precedence graph is of 
bounded width, the complexity depends polynomially on the number of tasks. 

Hypergraph Approach for Scheduling Communication Demands in 
Networks 

by KLAUS H. ECKER and REINER HIRSCHBERG 

Usually in the past of scheduling theory it was assumed that only the processing of tasks 
consumes time. In fact looking on practical applications one has to realize that it is also 
important to take care of setup times, communication delays, transportation times, etc. We 
present a unique model based on hypergraphs to represent technical properties of networks 
with respect to communication. On the basis of the hypergraph representation of the 
network we develop several strategies for scheduling communication tasks. The same 
model can also be used for describing and solving automated guided vehicle problems. 
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General Flow Shop Models: From Job Overlapping to Job Deterioration 

by GERD FINKE 

In flow shop problems, the jobs consist of a sequence of operations. Usually the 
precedences are expressed in terms of operation completion times: the next operation can 
only start if the previous operation has been completed. We shall instead consider 
precedences in terms of starting times: only the start of subsequent operations is delayed. 
Thus we allow job overlapping which occurs in batch processing of production systems. A 
further application area concerns the sequencing of various projects. There the overlap 
tends the lengthen the processing time since only partial information from the previous stage 
is available. At the other extreme, whenever the waiting times between operations become 
too long, a job deterioration may occur, resulting also in longer processing times. This 
model has applications in the production of steel (where the material cools down with time), 
in emergency situations, and for maintenance and service operations. Detailed model 
descriptions are given and complexity results are reported. 

Scheduling of Task Graphs with Communication Delays: Some Positive 
and Negative Results 

by LUCIAN FINTA Uoint work with Zhen Liu (a!I 3 problems), Ioannis Milis and Evripidis 
Bampis (last problem)) 

The first problem we consider is scheduling of parallel computations (task graphs) in 
multiprocessor systems with communication delays. Such a scheduling problem has recently 
been studied in the literature, mostly for the case where interprocessor communication times 
are fully determined (there are no contentions between messages). In this talk, we consider 
the scheduling problem with resource constraints. More specifically, the case where all 
interprocessor communications take place on a single bus is considered (only one message 
can be sent in any time slot). We show that even for very specific subproblems, the 
minimization of the makespan of task graph in such a single-bus multiprocessor system is 
NP-hard . Thus, the general scheduling problem of parallel programs with communication 
resource constraints is NP-hard. We consider several variants of the problem: tasks with 
preallocation or not, communications with independent-data semantics or common-data 
semantics. Our results are extended to the cases of blocking communications and of 
broadcasting communications, and can be applied to multiprocessor systems with shared 
memory. 

The single-machine scheduling with precedence delays is the second problem we analyzed. 
A set of n tasks is to be scheduled on the machine in such a way that the makespan is 
minimized. The executions of the tasks are constrained by precedence delays, that is a task 
can start its execution only after any of its predecessors has completed and the delay 
between the two tasks has elapsed. In the case of unit execution times and integer lengths of 
delays, the problem is shown to be NP-hard in the strong sense. In the case of integer 
execution times and unit length of delays, the problem is polynomial, and an 0(112) optimal 
algorithm is provided. Both preemptive and non-preemptive cases are considered. 

The scheduling of task graphs on two identical processors is the third problem considered. 
It is assumed that tasks have UET - UCT. The problem is to assign the tasks to the two 
processors and schedule their execution in order to minimize the makespan. A quadratic 
algorithm is proposed to compute an optimal schedule for a class of series-parallel graphs, 
which includes in particular in-forests and out-forests. 
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Batch Delivery Scheduling Problems 

by VALERY GORDON Uoint work with T. C. E. Cheng and M. Kovalyov) 

Of obvious practical importance, batching problems became the subject of growing interest 
over last years. The paper considers batch delivery problems in a single machine shop to 
minimize the sum of batch delivery cost and total inventory holding cost. The problems are 
to determine simultaneously an optimal job partitioning into batches, optimal number of 
batches and job sequencing in each batch. Jobs in the same batch are to be delivered 
together upon the completion time of the last job in the batch. Jobs finished before this time 
have to wait until delivery and tpere are inventory holding costs for the jobs finished before 
the delivery date. 

A polynomial algorithm for a special case of the problem is presented. The dynamic 
programming approach for minimizing total cost is considered. 

The connection between the batch delivery problems and the parallel machine problems is 
established that gives the opportunity to use complexity results and algorithms obtained for 
parallel machine scheduling problems to study the considered problems. 

Scheduling Intrees with Communication Delays on Identical Processors 

by FREDERIC GUINAND Uoint work with Christophe Rapine and Denis Trystram) 

Consider that a program can be modeled by a precedence graph in which each task 
represents some computational parts and each arc a communication of data between two 
tasks. Within an execution model such that neither preemption nor duplication of tasks is 
allowed, but allowing the overlap of communication by computations, we propose an 
algorithm that yields optimal schedules for intrees with unit execution time tasks and unit 
communication time on two processors. The result is not new (Lawler, Veldhorst and 
Picouleau have the same result), but the strategy used is original. Moreover, this strategy 
(clustering) seems to be suitable for the same problem with other assumptions on the 
execution times or on the communication times. Indeed, the distance between the schedule 
provided by our algorithm and the optimal schedule for the problem P2 I intree, Pi = 

k 
(I, 2, . .. , k), c = I I Cmax is no more than 2, and for the problem P2 illlree, ·Pi = 

(I, 2, : .. , k}, c I Cmax, this distance is less than or equal to%, 

For the more general case of the same problems but for a number of processors equal to m, 
we have shown that the bound given by Lawler (m - 2) can be improved and that 
(m-l)(m-2) .. 

2m that constitutes a tight bound. 

This work is a joint work with Christophe Rapine and Denis Trystram. We have produced 
moreover another algorithm for the m machines problem that has the same performance 
than Lawler's one. This algorithm is still based on a clustering strategy and seems to be 
suitable for intrees with execution times tasks greater than one and for intrees with 
communication delays constant greater than one. 
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Single Facility Scheduling with Tuo Operations per Job and Time-Lags 

by JATINDERN. D.GUPTA 

This paper considers the single facility scheduling problem where each job requires two 
operations separated by a minimum specified time-lag. The problem is shown to be NP-hard 
in the strong sense based on a transformation of the problem to a two-stage flowshop 
problem with time-lags. Approximate solution algorithms are developed to solve the 

problem with a worst-case performance ratio of f Empirical evaluation shows that the 

performance of these algorithms is much better than the theoretical worst-case bound. Some 
special cases of this problem are also identified and solved. 

Contemporary Research on Real-Time Scheduling Considered Obsolete 

by WOLFGANG A. HALANG 

The reason for research in scheduling is an economical one, videlicet, to opt1m1ze the 
utilization of resources. Up to the present time, almost all interest is directed towards 
processor scheduling. Departing from the requirements holding for real-time computing, in 
this paper it is shown that maximum processor utilization has become obsolete as an 
optimization criterion (or industrial real-time systems. It is also shown that the earliest
deadline-first discipline and certain modifications thereof provide a satisfactory and final 
answer to all real-life scheduling needs. To this end, all intrinsic properties of this discipline 
are compiled and discussed in order to show that it is the most advantageous scheme at 
hand, characterized by efficiency and allowing for predictable system behavior. It is then 
pointed out how the method naturally extends to the scheduling of tasks having non
preemptable regions due to resource-access constraints. A sufficient condition is presented, 
which allows, at any arbitrary point in time and under observation of resource constraints, 
to check the feasible schedulability of the tasks competing for processor allocation. This 
condition applies to entirely non-preemptable tasks as well. Then, by taking industrial 
practice and actual cost relations into account, evaluation criteria and design principles for 
real-time computing systems are developed. The paper closes with pointing to those open 
optimization questions, scheduling research ought to address if it wants to deal with 
practically relevant problems, videlicet, minimization of software costs, software 
complexity, and complexity of schedules, synchronization sequences, inter-task 
communication, etc. In other words, simplicity is to be maximized to enhance system 
dependability and predictability of system behavior. 

An Approximation Algorithm for Scheduling Dependent Tasks on Parallel 
Processors with Small Communication Delays 

by CLAIRE HANEN 

With the recent development of parallel architectures arised a new class of scheduling 
problems in which communication delays between different processors are considered. A 
precedence relation between two tasks represents a data transfer, the duration of which may 
depend on the mapping of the tasks over the processors. 
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This talk addresses the problem of scheduling a set of dependent tasks on parallel 
processors, assuming small communication delays (less than processing times). Although 
the problem is known to be NP-hard, even on an unlimitec\ number of processors, optimal 
schedules have properties that can be fruitfully used in an approximation algorithm. 

We first show that the notion of favorite successors, which has already been used for 
scheduling trees, induce a linear program with binary variables that models the problem 
assuming infinitely many processors. The continuous relaxation of this program is used to 

provide a solution with performance ratio bounded by}-

Then a new mechanism, taking into account given favorite successors, is included in a 
classical list scheduling scheme in order to build a schedule on m processors. The original 
feature of. this mechanism is that it allows some ready tasks to be delayed, eventually 
producing idleness on a processor, in order to wait for a more important task. 

The worst case analysis of this heuristic shows that its relative performance is bounded by 

f -J 111 if the favorite successors are derived from the linear programming heuristic. 

Scheduling Problems with Resources - Mathematical Models, 
Computational Complexity, Algorithms and Applications 

by ADAM JANIAK 

A short survey of scheduling problems with continuously - divisible resources (such as: 
computer memory, energy, gas, fuel, catalyzer, raw materials, financial outlay), i.e. with 
various (e.g. static, dynamic, etc.) models of job processing times and release dates, is 
given. Some practical examples of such problems are also given, e.g.: 

process in Soaking Pit and Blooming Mill Departments of Steel Mills with: 

(i) minimization of the blooming mill standstills s.t. a given constraints on the 
gas flow intensity, 

(ii) minimization of the total gas consumption s.t. a given level of production, 

(iii) bicriterion approach - searching compromise points between blooming mill 
standstills and the total gas consumption; 

process in Forge Shop Department of Steel Plants, 

cooper electrorefining process in cooper industry, 

- allocation of common virtual memory in multiprocessor system. 

Next some examples of scheduling problem with resources are examined. 

The first one is a single machine problem under the assumption that each job is available for 
processing at the moment (release date) which is some positive decreasing function with 
respect to the amount of continuously - divisible resource. This problem is considered for 
the following criteria: 

minimization of machine standstills s.t. a given constraint on the total amount of 
resource, 

minimization of the total resource consumption s.t. a given constraint on the 
maximum job completion time, 

bicriterion approach. 
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It is shown that the decision versions of the problems dealt with are strongly NP-complete. 
Some properties of the problems are presented. Polynomially solvable subcases of the 
problems and approximate algorithms (with worst case analysis) are also given. 

The second problem is a permutation flow-shop one with the makespan criterion. It is 
assumed that the processing times of jobs on some machines are convex decreasing 
functions with respect to the amount of continuously - divisible locally and globally 
constrained resource. It is shown that two-machine problem is NP-hard even for identical 
slopes of linear models of operations on one of the machines and constant processing times 
on the other one. Due to the proved elimination properties the search tree of the proposed 
branch and bound algorithm is strongly restricted. Some approximate algorithms are also 
given. 

DIRECT - An Adaptiv~ Real-Time System - Concepts, Application, and 
Evaluation 

by JbRG KAISER (joint work with Hermann Streich, Martin Gergeleit) 

DIRECT stands -for Distributed Real-Time Control and incorporates concepts and 
mechanisms to construct real-time applications which are able to flexibly adapt to a 
changing environment. The talk concentrates on our work on dynamic scheduling which is 
prerequisite for any adaptation. 

TPS (Task Pair Scheduling) is a dynamic scheduling mechanism which combines the idea of 
on-line guarantees with the notion of exception handling. On-line guarantees assure that a 
task once started has enough resources to successfully finish before a given deadline. This 
guarantee is given on the basis of Worst-Case-Execution-Times (WCET) of the respective 
task. TPS allows to use more optimistic assumptions like average (ACET) or optimistic 
(OCET) execution time. Obviously, a task with a given resource budget of ACET or OCET 
may not be able to finish all computations within this time. TPS deals with this situation by 
splitting a task into a so called main task and an exception task which is started when the 
resource budget of the main task is consumed without producing the expected results . A: 
task pair is only scheduled if the execution of the exception task can be guaranteed and 
hence, the .task pair can be completed in an application dependent well defined state. 

As an example, a program for the remote control of a robot arm is presented. The TPS 
solution is evaluated using our monitoring facility which allows us to assess and visualize 
the fine-grained timing behavior of the application. 

Finally, the concept of an adaptive real-time system is outlined, based on TPS and 
continuous system observation. Continuos system monitoring is used for on-line assessment 
of the system state to obtain the fine-grained timing information which allows us to 
determine the progress of an application. This information is then used to modify scheduling 
decisions. 

Using Automatically Generated GSPN's for PerformabiHty Modeling of 
Flexible Manufacturing Systems with Neuro-Fuzzy Controllers 

by ROGER M. KlECKHAFER (joint work with F. F. Choobineh, and Yi Xue) 

A formal methodology is being developed for the specification and design of effective 
Neuro-Fuzzy controllers for Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMSs). The goal is to 
maximize the expected values of long-term rewarq (performability) functions. System 
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dynamics are modeled by a Generalized Stochastic Petri Net (GSPN), hierarchically 
partitioned into a system subnet and a controller subnet. 

Due to the size and complexity of real world FMSs, GSPN partitioning has been formalized 
to permit automated construction of the GSPN system subnet. A program has been written 
to generate a canonical GSPN for the system subnet given a simple description of the 
physical resources and the process plans of the jobs to be performed. This presentation 
describes the GSPN partitioning and construction process and the input language, and 
discusses the advantages of the approach. 

Parallel Machine Batch Scheduling: Algorithms, Complexity, and 
Approximation 

by MIKHAIL Y .KOVALYOV 

A single machine batch scheduling problem can be formulated as follows. There are several 
independent non-preemptive jobs to be scheduled for processing on a machine. Jobs may be 
combined to form batches. A batch is a set of jobs processed jointly. A set-up time is 
required immediately before a batch is processed. A schedule is characterized by a partition 
of the set of jobs into batches, a sequence of batches and a sequence of jobs in each batch . 
The objective is to find a schedule minimizing a regular function of the job completion 
times. Two models for job completion times are considered. In the first , all jobs in a batch 
are completed together when the last job in the batch has finished processing. In the second, 
a job is completed immediately when its processing is finished. 

For the case of parallel machines, besides the batching and sequencing decisions we have to 
find an allocation of the batches to the machines. The computational complexity of the 
above problem is studied. The NP-hardness proofs or polynomial time algorithms are 
presented for various special cases. For NP-hard problems, dynamic programming 
formulations are developed as well as fully polynomial approximation schemes. Open 
problems are indicated. Generalizations and some trends for future research are discussed. 

Open Shop Problem with Zero-One Time Operations and Integer Release 
Time / Deadline Intervals 

by MAREK KUBALE 

The open shop scheduling problem has received considerable attention in the literature. 
Roughly speaking, the problem is to schedule II jobs consisting of different operations on m 
processors. Each of these processors performs a different type of operations. The 
operations of a job can be processed in any order but no two of them can be executed 
simultaneously. The aim is to construct a non-preemptive schedule with minimum 
makespan. The problem was extensively studied by Gonzalez and Sahni in 1976. They 
showed that finding an optimal schedule for this problem in NP-hard, if m 2:: 3. 

In this talk we consider a model of scheduling in which each execution time of an operation 
is either O or I. This model of open shop remains still NP-hard, if a schedule with minimum 
total completion time is required. Therefore we assume the maximum completion time as a 
criterion of optimality. On the other hand, as in classical scheduling problems, we allow 
release times and deadlines for all jobs. Unfortunately, so specified open shop problem 
remains NP-hard. For this reason we assume that all release times and deadlines occur at 
integral times only. Due to such constraints the open shop problem considered here is easier 
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to solve in extremal cases with respect to the number of unit time operations (UET), though 
it still remains NP-hard when there are at most three operations per job. We show that these 
extremal cases include the following: 

(I) all possible mn operations have UET, 

(2) at most m + n operations have UET. 

Next, the second algorithm is generalized to bounded cyclomaticity graphs. All the 
algorithms are capable of minimizing not only makespan but maximum lateness and 
maximum tardiness as well. 

Polynomial Time Algorithms for Unit Time Job Shops 

by WIESLA W KUBIAK 

We study the problem of minimizing total completion time as well as the problem of 
minimizing makespan in two machine job shop with_ unit time operations. We propose 
efficient algorithms for the problems. The algorithms are polynomial with respect to a 
succinct encoding of the problem instances, where the number of bits necessary to encode a 
job with k operations is 0( log(k + I) ). 

Lower Bound for the Multiprocessor Flow Shop 

by JAN KAREL LENSTRA (joint work with Ann Vandevelde, Han Hoogeveen, and Cor 
Hurkens) 

The multiprocessor flow shop is a flow shop in which each stage consists of a set of 
identical parallel machines instead of a single machine. As finding a minimum-length 
schedule is NP-hard, we set out to find good lower and upper bounds. Our main lower 
bound is based on the relaxation of the capacity of all machine sets except one. The 
resulting parallel machine problem is still hard, but further relaxation's give good bounds 
that can be calculated fast. Our upper bounds are, so far, obtained by relatively simple 
constructive rules. We investigate the theoretical relations between the bounds as well as 
their experimental performance. 

Open Shop Scheduling: 3 is Easy, 4 is Hard 

by JAN KAREL LENSTRA 

In this tutorial lecture I presented some recent work done in cooperation with David 
Williamson, Leslie Hall, Han Hoogeveen, Cor Hurkens, Sergey Sevastjanov, and David 
Shmoys. My main purpose was to prove a negative result on the approximability of the 
optimum in open shop scheduling: 

(I) Unless P = NP, there does not exist a polynomial-time algorithm which, for each 
instance of the open shop scheduling problem, finds a schedule that is guaranteed to 

be strictly shorter than¾ time an optimal schedule. 

This is a corollary to the following theorem: 

(2) It is NP-complete to decide if an open shop has a schedule of length at most 4. 

I also showed that our technique cannot be used to strengthen the negative result: 
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(3) It can be decided in polynomial time if an open shop has a schedule of length at 
most 3. 

Theorem (2) was proved by a reduction from MONOTONE NOT-ALL-EQUAL 3-
SATISRABILITY. The proof of Theorem (3) is based on a reformulation of the problem as a 
restricted bipartite edge-coloring problem, which reduces to a matching problem. 

Specification of Timing Requirements with Timed Precedence Constraints 

by ERIC J.LUIT 

Timing requirements of periodic control applications are more naturally expressed by Timed 
Precedence Constraints (TPC) than by periods, release dates and deadlines. A TPC is a 

precedence constraint t 1 _!.::!! .. H 2 between two tasks t 1 and t2.This constraint requires that the 

start time st(t2) of t2 satisfies st(t1) + s:,; st(t2):,; st(t1) + I. 

In a high-volume copier, the flash of an original and the release of a blank sheet are tightly 
related in time. This is not easily described by release dates and deadlines with respect to the 
beginning of a period. In many other applications, it is required that the response to an 
aperiodic event is completed before a deadline d. When static scheduling is used as in the 
Dependable Distributed Operating System (DEDOS), such response tasks are usually 

transformed to periodic activation's. The period p must then be chosen between ½d and d -
c, where c is the worst-case execution time of the task. The length of the period depends on 
additional constraints imposed on an activation within the period. It is better to specify 

· Cfs.d- cJ ·1 d Th' I d 1 subsequent activation's by a TP ~ wit 1 c:,; s:,; - c. 1s ea s to a ower average 
utilization and more flexibility for the scheduler. 

The specification with TPCs matches closely with timing specifications that can be 
expressed in the DEDOS Application Language (DEAL). In DEAL, timing is specified by 
time measurements and time requirements. A time measurement defines the moment at 
which a statement is executed in the schedule. A time requirement specifies the time at 
which a statement must be executed relative to a time measurement. A pair (time 
measurement, time requirement) directly corresponds to a TPC. 

Bounds for the Project Duration Distribution in Stochastic Project 
Networks 

by ROLF H. MOHRING Uoint work with Rudolf Miiller) 

We present new results for evaluating a project network ( = acyclic directed graph) n 
whose activities ( = edges of 11) have random, possibly dependent, processing times. The 
aim is to obtain information about the random shortest project duration PD ( = longest path 
length of 11). It is known (Hagstroem 88) that calculating the distribution function of PD at 
one point is NP-complete.. This motivates - besides simulation - the construction of 
stochastic upper and lower bounds for the distribution of PD. We discuss existing 
approaches and elaborate on their relationship with combinatorial optimization 
(e.g. modifying n into series-parallel networks, time-cost tradeoff problems, k-longest 
paths). In theoretical respect, we unify and generalize several known bounds for 
independent processing times (e.g. KJeindorfer 71, Spelde 76, Dodin 85) by a new minor 
construction for networks and their path clutters. We also show that the evaluation problem 
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at one point remains weakly NP-hard even for series-parallel networks with discrete 
processing time distributions, while it becomes polynomial in the maximum number of 
values of the project duration of a subnetwork of n. We report on computational 
experience with these algorithms. 

Maximum Execution Time Prediction of Multi-Module Software 

by JERZY R. NAWROCKI 

In hard real-time systems satisfying timing constraints is as important as satisfying functional 
specification. To guarantee that each task will meet its deadline, pre-run-time scheduling 
must be applied, which requires maximum execution time of each task to be known at 
compile time. Thus, the problem of maximum execution time prediction arises. 
Unfortunately, the solutions one can find in literature are not satisfactory. They either 
depend on running the program and measuring its execution time (that is not a technique 
suitable for time critical applications) or they are based on analyzing the program, but then 
recursion and dynamic data structures are disallowed. To overcome these difficulties it is 
proposed to split a hard real-time module into the following parts: interface, 
implementation, performance interface, and implementation description. The first two are 
well known. Performance interface describes the performance attributes that are available 
and implementation description contains a set of subroutines that compute the values of 
performance attributes for a given implementation . 

Grouping in Flexible Manufacturing 

by ERWIN PESCH 

The traditional form of flexible manufacturing, i.e. the job shop, based on a functional 
layout of the production units, has been undergone rapid changes within the last two 
decades. Increasing competition, environmental conditions, increasing consumer demands, 
decreasing product life cycles, reduced delivery periods up to just-in-time etc. led to ·· 
manufacturing technologies (FMS and group technology) in order to meet, basically, the 
objectives "increasing flexibility" and "decreasing fixed costs" (flow time, WIP etc. ). Part 
type selection (choose a subset of the part types for immediate and simultaneous 
production), resource (machine or tool) grouping, production ratio determination (with 
respect to the selected part types), resource allocation and loading subject to technological 
and capacity constraints are the induced planning problems. We briefly review most popular 
approaches in order to divide the system into machine cells by grouping machines and parts. 
A new approach based on the similarity of part manufacturing characteristics and list 
appropriate encoding as well as some measure of machine similarity will be introduced. It 
leads to the problem of simultaneously solving clique partitioning like problems. 

Knowledge-Based Scheduling and Meta-Scheduling 

by JORGEN SAUER 

Scheduling is one of the crucial tasks to be done in order to guarantee the efficient 
execution of the production processes. To support the human schedulers in performing this 
task two approaches are presented. The first one describes the requirements and a common 
architecture for knowledge-based scheduling systems and shows an example of an 
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implemented system. Important features of a knowledge-based scheduling system are the 
integration of a graphical user-interface presenting data of the production area and 
supporting manual scheduling together with a heuristic scheduling algorithm incorporating 
the scheduling behavior and knowledge of the expert. 

Inspired by the experiences with the knowledge-based scheduling system the second part 
describes a general approach for meta-scheduling which tackles the problems of creating 
and selecting the appropriate scheduling strategy in a given situation. This combines the use 
of meta-scheduling knowledge to select the appropriate strategy and the use of dynamic 
scheduling knowledge for the flexible creation of scheduling algorithms. A language is 
presented that allows the representation of scheduling and meta-scheduling knowledge. The 
implementation leads to a hybrid scheduling system, providing the description and 
integration of different scheduling approaches and the support in selecting the appropriate 
ones. 

Office Scheduling 

by GUNTER SCHMIDT (joint work with Jorg Winckler) 

Scheduling theory can be applied to various business problems where in the past 
manufacturing and logistics were the most popular. With office scheduling a new model for 
organizations will be presented in order to gain more efficiency in administration processes. 

We will give a survey on selected scheduling problems in the office area and compare them 
to well known problems from classical scheduling theory. The main differences come from 
the observation that in office environments information has to be sc~eduled which can be 
shared by different processors utilizing arbitrary duplication or copy possibilities. 

Taking this difference into account we will show that office problems in many cases are 
easier to solve and also the performance quality is better in comparison to classical problems 
from scheduling theory. 

Production Planning in the Chemical Industry 

by PHILIPPE SOLOT 

In all branches of industry, the continuous increase in economical pressure and competition 
leads companies to search ways of improving the efficiency of their production. From a 
logistic point of view, this goal can be achieved by better organizing the material flow 
through the factories so as to optimize the utilization of the equipment and of the additional 
resources. Although the chemical and pharmaceutical industry mainly faces the same kind of 
production planning issues as the discrete manufacturing industries, particularities of the 
production processes to be considered tend to make the scheduling and planning problems 
more difficult. 

This talk is a short presentation of two practical planning problems that we currently 
address as operations research consultants in a chemical-pharmaceutical company. We first 
briefly explain which are the typical characteristics of a chemical production environment. 
We then consider the issue of detailed scheduling within a factory and present a graphical 
interactive software package called profiPLAN that we developed to "solve" such 
problems. Finally, we present the pipeline planning problem which is an example of multi
level production planning in the pharmaceutical sector. We conclude the talk by some 
practice-oriented remarks concerning the problems presented. 
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Tactically Delayed Scheduling 

by V. SRIDHARAN Uoint work with Z. Zhou and J. J. Kanet) 

Much of the existing job-shop scheduling literature concerns itself almost exclusively with 
non-delay (ND)schedules. ND schedules may not be appropriate for a number of cases. We 
present a taxonomy of scheduling problems and identify conditions when tactically delayed 
(TD) schedules may be a propitiate. TD schedules are defined as those which contain 
deliberate idle times between jobs. TD procedures are defined as those which permit TD 
schedules when appropriate. After reviewing the extant literature dealing with the so called 
Elf problem, we reach the conclusion that the approach taken to solve these problems - the 
approach of first finding the best sequencing and then inserting idle times - is inadequate and 
cannot guarantee optimality. Recognizing the NT-completeness of the problem, we propose 
a new heuristic approach called the DT approach which is based on decision theory. The 
DT approach is a dispatch like approach which takes a global view and is criterion 
independent. We present DT procedures for dynamic one-machine problems with regular 
and non-regular penalty functions . They permit TD schedules when · appropriate. 
Experimental investigation indicates that the DT-TD procedures outperform several existing 
heuristics and find the optimum solution for a large fraction of problems studied. We believe 
that the DT approach is an attractive alternative whose effectiveness can be further 
improved by obtaining better estimates of job completion times. 

On Temporal Decomposition Algorithm for Scheduling Preemptible Tasks 
on Parallel Processors 

by EUGENIUSZ TOCZYLOWSKI 

A two-phase aggregate / disaggregate algorithm for preemptive scheduling of independent 
tasks on general parallel processors with additional doubly constrained resources is 
presented. In this class of problems, one has to find a schedule minimizes a general, cost
based objective function , subject to conditions that various types of renewable and 
consumable resource limitations are satisfied by feasible schedules. The general limitations 
on resources are modeled by concave piecewise linear cost functions. A two-phase 
algorithm for solving this class of scheduling problems is based on aggregation and 
disaggregation of the aggregate solution by a temporal decomposition algorithm which 
generates a sequence of temporal detailed scheduling and resource allocation subproblems. 

Minimizing the Overhead for Tree-Scheduling Problems 

by DENIS TRYSTRAM (joint work with Evripidis Bampis, Frederic Guinand) 

This talk is devoted to the study of the problem of scheduling tree precedence task graphs 
within the execution model introduced by Anderson-Beame-Ruzzo. It consists in 
minimizing the "overhead", define.d as a trade-off between idle times and communication 
times. After a brief presentation of the most important complexity models, we examine the 
problem of scheduling binary trees on two processors and show that it is NP-hard. Then, we 
present an optimal algorithm for complete k-ary trees (for any k) on a given number of 
processors m. 
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On Discrete-Continuous Scheduling 

by JAN WEGLARZ Uoint work with Joanna Jozefowska) 

Discrete-continuous scheduling problems arise when jobs simultaneously require for their 
processing at a time discrete and continuous resources. The simplest subclass of such 
problems contains the problems in which each job requires for its processing a machine from 
a set of m identical, parallel machines (a discrete resource) and an amount (unknown in 
advance) of a continuous, renewable resource (e. g. power). We consider job models in the 
form of a continuous, non-decreasing functions relating job processing rates to the resource 
amount allotted to this job at a time. Jobs are non-preemptive, available at the start of the 
process, and schedule length is the optimality criterion. We identify efficiently solvable 
subclasses, propose heuristics for the general case, and study their worst-case behavior. 

Heuristics of Shop Problems with Batch Setup Times 

by FRANK WERNER Uoint work with Y. Sotskov, Th. Tautenhahn) 

In the talk we consider shop problems with batch setup times. There are n jobs that are 
divided into G groups. We have to form batches consisting of jobs of the same group and to 
determine the optimal batch sequence on all machines. A setup occurs only before a new 
batch starts on a certain machine. In addition we consider different types of job availability, 
namely item and batch availability of the jobs. Contrary to the classical polynomial solvable 
shop problems with 2 machines and makespan minimization, the corresponding problems 
with batch setup times are already NP-hard. We consider different constructive and iterative 
heuristics for the permutation flow shop and the job shop problem with batch setup times. 
Most of the constructive algorithms are based on insertion techniques combined with some 
refinements (different beam search variants, parallel insertion of operation). Concerning 
iterative algorithms, we mainly consider the question of designing suitable neighborhoods 
for the case of problems with batch setup times but different meta-heuristics are also 
included. Results of a computational study for such problems are presented. 

Scheduling in Hard Real-Time Systems 

by JIA Xu Uoint work with David Lorge Parnas) 

We are interested in large, hard-real-time systems with 50 - 500 processes with hard-real
time deadlines where the processes have different timing characteristics and 
interdependencies; high processor utilization is required; and no surprise timing failures are 
allowed. Examples of such systems include aircraft flight programs, nuclear plant control, 
traffic control, etc . There are two distinct approaches to scheduling processing hard-real
time systems. One is run-time scheduling, the other is pre-run-time scheduling. We explain 
why we believe that pre-run-time scheduling is essential if one wishes to guarantee that 
timing constraints will be satisfied in a large complex hard-real-time system. We examine 
some of the major concerns in pre-run-time scheduling and consider what formulations of 
mathematical scheduling problems can be used to address those concerns. We discuss 
further work that needs to be done to automate pre-run-time-scheduling. 
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